Version March 2022

Rental rates Utopie
Utopie is a non-pro t organization and its rental rates take into account an applicant's nancial capacity.. The Zaal and
Café can seat 40 and 50 people respectively and can be separated with a panel wall. The spaces together make up the
Grand Café, which can seat up to 100 people. These numbers depend on the desired use.

Space usage
FLEX-usage including use of white board, beamer and sound equipment

€ hourly
rate

Zaal

Monday to friday 17:00-22:00

Partition wall ¼ open, music off

Free

Note: Availability subject to change, as long as no paying tenant reports for the same time and space

Rental usage including use of whiteboard, projector, sound equipment and technical set up.

€ hourly
€

Starting

Administration fee

rate*

25

rate
Zaal

Grand café

Monday to friday 17:00-22:00

Partition wall closed

25/50 **

Off hours

Partition wall closed | Minimum rental period 3 hours

25/50 **

Monday to friday 17:00-22:00

Rental period is calculated 1 hour prior the start until

50/100 **

the end of the activity. The event is open to the
public. Organize private events at off-hours.
Off hours
Technicus

Minimum rental period 3 hours.

50/100 **

For professional visual and audio support during the

50/100**

event. Minimum rental period 3 hours.

Live streaming (ask for the full price list for more information)

€*

€hourly
rate*

Starting rate

Preliminary interview, building up and breaking down

200/400 **

Streaming

Start of activity to end of activity

100/200 **

Second

One hour preparation time and during the streaming itself.

50/100 **

cameraperson

*

Excluding 21%. For services, meetings, conventions and exhibitions we are expected to charge 21% VAT. Other types of

events are VAT free.

fi

Discount/regular

fi

**

Menu
Beverages (organic and plant-based) Please reserve in advance!

€ per jug excl. VAT

Thermoscan coffee (+/-12 cups per jug)

20,-

Thermoscan tea (+/-12 cups per jug)

15,-

Or on location from the menu, see https://www.utopie.nl/home-utopie/grandcafe/menu/
Drinks. Drinks on the bill (with or without maximum amount) afterwards pay with pin. Use of
consumption vouchers is possible.
The average price per drink is 3,50 including VAT (excluding hard liquors).

Food (organic and plant-based) Please reserve in advance!
Food can be ordered a la carte. For more than 10 persons, book in advance and make use of the
arrangements

Catering arrangements Utopie

Please reserve in advance!

Drinks and food are organic and plant-based.
Arrangements offered can be requested for all times of the day.
The arrangements are recommended from 10 persons upwards. Please inform us of the final number of persons in
advance.
- Optional fries at €2.50 per serving can be added to all arrangements.
- All arrangements are excluding 9% VAT.

Lunch
Arrangement Basic Lunch
Sandwich buffet of 2 fresh sandwiches per person with a delicious variety of vegan toppings (€7 pp)
+/- 10 persons (20 sandwiches) €70

Arrangement Deluxe lunch
Deluxe buffet. Choice of freshly baked sandwiches with a variety of vegan toppings, soup de Jour (soup of the day), a
fresh mixed salad and fresh fruit. ( €11,50 pp)
+/- 10 persons €115

Coffee arrangement
Jugs of coffee and tea (2 cups of tea/coffee pp) with a delicious piece of cake or brownies.. (€5,50 pp)
+/- 10 persons: €55

Appetizers
Arrangement appetizers
Various vegan appetizers, nuts, bread with spreads, olives (4,50 pp)
+/- 10 persons: €45

